Rathlin Energy Ltd 21.02464.STFUL APA360229090
Planning Reference
Application Reference:

21/02464/STFUL

Address:

Rathlin Energy Ltd
West Newton Exploration Well Site
Fosham Road
High Fosham
East Riding of Yorkshire

Proposal:

To construct an extension to the existing West Newton
A (WNA) wellsite, test, appraise and produce from the
two existing wells and drill, test, appraise and produce
from up to six (6) new wells followed by
decommissioning and wellsite restoration.

User information
Your name:

Elizabeth Robertson

Your address:

28 Scotts Garth Drive, Tickton, HU17 9RR

Comments
Commenter type:

Member of the Public

Stance:

Object

Your comments:

Reasons for my objection:
Gas and oil are non renewable and the future energy
sources must be renewable such as solar and wind.
Both gas and oil emit Carbon Dioxide and my
understanding is that as a nation we are trying to reduce
carbon emissions. Burning oil and gas from this
development will contribute to further climate change,
global warming, depletion of the ozone layer and further
pollution of air, water and the soil. Further development
will increase noise pollution and result in increased
smell of chemicals released from the processing. The
flare stacks required to burn off unwanted waste gases
will also further contribute to pollution and Carbon
dioxide. This year we have many examples of climate
change resulting in extreme weather, flooding and fires.
All a consequence of burning fossil fuels. Both gas and
oil require large storage facilities and hence further
destruction of the natural environment. There will be
increased traffic transporting the products on the narrow
roads which are already in a poor state of repair and
congested with traffic thus compromising road safety for
both vehicles and pedestrians.The infra structure in this
area is not designed to enable further development.
Expansion of this oil and gas field will contribute to
further destruction of already fragile natural habitats and
wild life. We should be trying to preserve our
environment not continuing to destroy it. We need to be
trying to protect and preserve the already fragile
environment for future generations. Any councillor who
votes for this who has children or grandchildren should
be ashamed of themselves. We should be trying to
improve the environment not allow it to be desiccated by
huge profit making businesses.
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